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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Forged Dynalite (FDL) Caliper Name Change 

 
Q: What product is being updated? 
A: All brake kits that use Forged Dynalite (FDL) calipers on .810”-1.10” thick rotors.  
 
Q: Is there a change to the names or descriptions of the brake kits that will get the new FDLi caliper? 
A:  The kit part numbers and descriptions will not change. However, the bill of materials (BOM) for each affected brake 
kit will reflect the new FDLi caliper part numbers and descriptions. 
 
Q: What are the features and benefits of the new FDLi caliper? 
A: Features and benefits include a new forged body that increases wheel clearance and rigidity. The caliper body 
receives a hard anodize finish to protect the bores from premature wear. The FDLi caliper includes stainless steel 
pistons, square-cut o-rings and bleeders on all four corners for universal installation. 
 
Q: Will the new FDLi caliper use the same size bolts? 
A: No. The new FDLi caliper body is assembled using 3/8” bolts which are 40% stronger than the 5/16” bolts used in 
previous versions of the Dynalite caliper. 
 
Q: Will the new FDLi caliper utilize a bridge spacer? 
A: No. The new FDLi caliper is designed without bridge spacers, which reduces the potential for leaks and creates a 
strong joint between the body halves. 
 
Q: When does this change take place? 
A: All affected brake kit orders placed on or after March 28, 2018 will include the new FDLi caliper.  
 
Q: When will the affected brake kits begin to ship? 
A: All affected brake kits with the new FDLi caliper will begin shipping on April 2, 2018.  
 
Q: What if my customer wants to replace their FDL caliper only? 
A: If the customer’s current FDL caliper is uninstalled and less than (1) one year old, they can purchase the FDLi caliper 
they want and return their FDL caliper for credit. If the customer’s current FDL caliper has been installed and/or is more 
than (1) one year old, Wilwood can provide special pricing on a new FDLi caliper. 
 
Q: Is there a price change for the kits containing the new FDLi caliper? 
A: Yes. The brake kits receiving the upgraded FDLi caliper will have a price increase starting July 1, 2018. 
 
Q: What finish options will be available with the new FDLi caliper? 
A: Brake kits will come with either a black or red powder coated caliper over a hard-anodized finish. The FDLi will also be 
available separately in plain, hard anodize. 
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